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Moodle E-learning Course DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2006
A complete guide to successful learning using Moodle
 - Straight-forward coverage of installing and using the Moodle system
 - Working with Moodle features in all learning environments
 - A unique course-based approach focuses your attention on designing well structured, interactive, and successful courses
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Linux HPC Cluster InstallationIBM Press, 2001
Few people who use computers have not heard of Linux®. Linux is at the heart of a revolution that is fundamentally changing many aspects of how software is written and delivered. It remains to be seen where this revolution will ultimately lead. Far less nebulous is the Linux penetration into the scientific calculation arena, or more...
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Applied Bioinformatics: An IntroductionSpringer, 2008
Confused by cryptic computer programs, algorithms and formulae? 

In this book, anyone who can operate a PC, standard software and the Internet will learn to understand the biological basis of bioinformatics of the existence as well as the source and availability of bioinformatics software how to apply these tools and interpret results...
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Getting Started with Citrix XenApp 6Packt Publishing, 2011

	XenApp 6 is the leader in application hosting and virtualization delivery, allowing
	users from different platforms such as Windows, Mac, Linux, and mobile devices to
	connect to their business applications. It reduces resources and costs for application
	distribution and management. Using Citrix XenApp 6, you can deploy secure...
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Managing Oracle Fusion Applications (Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2011


	Fusion Applications takes the concept of an Enterprise Application to a whole

	new level. Whether you’re in the IT department, a systems integrator, a business

	leader, or an end user, Fusion Applications has more of what you need, less of

	what you don’t, and some of what you didn’t even think possible.
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Pro VimApress, 2015

	Pro Vim teaches you the real-world workflows, tips, and tricks of this powerful, terminal-based text editor. This book covers all the essentials, as well as lesser-known but equally powerful features that will ensure you become a top-level performant and professional user, able to jump between multiple sessions while manipulating and...
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Advanced Social Media Marketing: How to Lead, Launch, and Manage a Successful Social Media ProgramApress, 2012

	Hundreds of millions of Americans are using social media (SM), and already some 70% of businesses have joined them there, using Facebook and other SM platforms to connect with their customers, and attract new ones. So the real question isn’t whether to take your business onto social media platforms—but how to do it quickly,...
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KnockoutJS Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Efficiently work with data, web templates, and custom HTML tags using KnockoutJS


	About This Book

	
		Simplify page logic with automated calculations and control the visibility of your CSS elements with the help of robust yet friendly templates
	
		Create your own custom HTML tags that provide...
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Advanced Photoshop CC for Design Professionals Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Take your Photoshop CC skills to the next level with this complete, advanced training package


	Adobe Photoshop is the industry leading image-editing program for digital photographers, graphic designers, and web developers. The newest version includes even more great tools to manage and enhance your images. This book-and-DVD...
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Drug Information: A Guide for Pharmacists (Malone, Drug Information)McGraw-Hill, 2006

	Over the last ten years, there has been an increasing realization of the importance of information. Much of this can be related to the increased availability of Internet information sources throughout society, along with the ease by which material can be located and used. The impact of the Internet can also been seen in this book. The first...
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Learning LibGDX Game Development, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Wield the power of the LibGDX framework to create a cross-platform game


	About This Book

	
		Write your game code once and run it on a multitude of platforms using LibGDX
	
		Learn about the key features of LibGDX that will ease and speed up your development cycles
	
		An...
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Manage Your Project Portfolio: Increase Your Capacity and Finish More ProjectsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2016

	You have too many projects, and firefighting and multitasking are keeping you from finishing any of them. You need to manage your project portfolio. This fully updated and expanded bestseller arms you with agile and lean ways to collect all your work and decide which projects you should do first, second, and never. See how to tie your work to...
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